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11.7-8 THE FOUR-BEAI-1 CASE: NEUTRON MEASURE-
MENTS ON ~-QUARTZ. By H.Jagodzinski,N.Semiosc~ 
kina,H.Boysen,F.Frey, Institut fur Kristallogrw 
phie, Universitat Hlinchen, F.R.Germany 

Multiple beam diffraction can be applied to de
termine phase relationships between the waves 
involved. We are concerned with the 4-beam case 
where apart from 0* three further reciprocal 
lattice points b1 ,h?'hi lie simultaneously on 
or close to the Ewaid-~phere or - with other 
words- three Kassel cones have a common genera
tor coinciding with the direction of the incom
ing beam. In practice this may be accompli-shed 
by turning the crystal around a basic vectorn 1 and simultaneouslradjusting an appropriate wave
length. The active area in reciprocal space is 
determined by the wavelength band, instrument~ 

parameters and the sample mosaic. Naking the ob 
servations in the direction of a forbidden re
flection (here ~1 ) interference effects may be 
studied between waves which are all due to 
numweganregung 11 ,i.e.their intensities are of 
the same order of magnitude. Compared with the 
3-beam case the dominating influence of .t 1 is 
avoided,i.e. interference effects may be stu
died over the whole pattern. The resultant wave 
bears information about phase differences 

[<j>(h2) + ¢(h, - h2)] - [¢(h,) + q,(h, - h,)] 

(and others due to double Umweganregung-effec~. 
Experiments were carried out with neutrons for 
three reasons: (i) absorption is negligible,(ii) 
a tunable wavelength band is easily available, 
(iii) polarization effects do not occur: in an 
X-ray experiment- in particular a synchrotron 
storage ring- there is some uncertainty about 
polarization in a multiple-beam experiment in 
the transition regime between kinematical and 
dynamical theory of diffraction.Honochromator: 
Ge(333) ,mosaic:B"; wavelength band: ... >--~-10- 3 ; 
sample: 0.::.-quartz; mosaic: 9"; h 1=001 . Due to 
Umweganregung the sample acts as a secondary 
monochromator narrowing the wavelength band. 
3- and 4-beam cases were calculated in dependen
ce on /\. , the setting angle w and the azi
muthal 8rientation i Scanning through the 4-
beam case is either performed by variation of~ 
which in turn affects ~' or ~ , the detectors 
is fixed at the 2~(001)-posit~on. Intensity cur
ves were recorded in both ways. The intensity 
profiles are fully reproducible. Asymmetric 
peaks may be understood as a consequence of 
phase differences <P (h ) , cp (h ) . The interfe
rence pattern are remafkably ~xtended both in 
dependence on w and ~ , and subsidiary maxima 
occur possibly due to other multiple beam cases 
These observations seem to be in agreement with 
resulmfrom calculations based on dynamical 
theory of diffraction of ex-quartz (Kon, phys. 
stat.sol(a)54(1979)375 and priv.comm.) and -in 
favourable cases- might offer a possibility 
for the ab initio determination of phases. It 
should be emphasized,however,that crystal per
fection is no necessary condition for these ob
servations since asy~uetric line profiles may 
also be explained with the aid of kinematical 
theory of diffraction. 
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Considering the var 1 ance of suscept i b iIi ty, 1, produced 
by the change of temperature, from the revised Tauplr
Takagi equat Jon we derived the expression of X-ray diff
ract ion intensities from a perfect crystal as a function 
of temperature. 

·.We have reported the dynamical diffraction equations 
~ for a. perfect crystal (Sun Zhangde, Acta cryst., to be 

pub I i shed l ... •· --' , 
<;J~D.-<4Tf(K 0 -<;J):P.-t41l'K ~.D. 

t 4rr-> K'c j:;:, Jl.,~: = 0 
(j) <J":P~- L4TT c K~ · <;J )D-~, -t4 n>K' _1.D{ 

t4TI'K 2 C.'f~D0 =0 
Assuming. that the crystal is non-absorbing, the suscep-__ 
t ibi I it'y of medium could be given by: 

r 2 11 n n, e" 
J = - 3m W2 ~ 16 ii~ n r1t e' 

( 21 

there n is the number of atoms in untt volume; n; the 
number or electrons in an atom; w the frequency oi inc,
dent X-ray. Under an act 1on of temprature f 1eld, tl>c ave
rage loco! c1eformatton

0
of lattice, u, is ollla>ncl1 IJy: 

_ j u e- :r-r d"' ~ ,.1:2. rn i 11 

u = Je-ff d" ~ w.,rr.;;;- . 
For a cubic crystal and the symmetric Laue case, lh'' X
ray diffract ton lntens!l Jc~; Jl GXJt surfacE ts rlErJvr:r1: 
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Jo Dv.ff J for 

.5 = ± [ I - t;f - B ] 

8= 
2d, o.,j4d: ( , .. ,. "'.., _J¥)- f.t 

The results of computor ca!cuialio~~show:(l) The crite
rion or geometrical optics is r>tl(l-Bl, t is the thick
ness of sample. r wi II increace with the temperature 
going up. 121 The distribution of X-ray diffraction in
tenslttes would be the pendellosung fringes when the 
temperature is very low. 131 The intensities decrease 
and the pas it ions of fringes move out.ward when the tempe-
rature increase. 
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